
DURATION | 3.5 HR

Give your guests the opportunity to see the
city from a different perspective. The
University of Texas is home to one of the
top architecture programs in the country.

DURATION | 3 HR

It wouldn’t be Austin if it wasn’t a little
“weird”. This fun and unique experience
will take your guests to street art hot spots
& quirky Austin homes. 

DURATION | 3.5 HR

Created to get the very best shots of you at
all our coolest spaces, this "insta-tour" will
take you to all our top sites - with a
professional photographer on board!

DURATION | 4 HR

Antonelli’s cheese and wine tours are a fun
and delicious way to connect the
community through enjoying and exploring
flavors, bites and beverage pairings!

DURATION | 5 HR

Experience local Breweries, Distilleries, and
Wineries like never before. Learn about the
craftsmanship and ingredients that go into
making these drinks!

DURATION | 3 HR

Stomp into Texas! Give your guests an
authentic southern experience filled with
savory BBQ, live music, and a two- steppin’
good time!

DURATION | 3.5 HR

Austin has over 2,000 food trucks and is
one of America’s top cities for mobile
eateries. This tour is filled with fun and
creative bites that will leave your mouth
watering!

DURATION | 3.5 HR

During this tour, participants will have the
opportunity to visit multiple breweries and
brew pubs, sample great beer, and get a
behind the scenes look at the brewing
process.

DURATION | 2 HR

Discover the “Live Music Capital of the
World” through this tour. Learn about the
longest running music series in American
television history and so much more!

AUSTIN HISTORY

DURATION | 3 HR

Tour some of Austin’s most historical sites.
Start with the Texas State Capitol and work
your way over to the LBJ Library and
Presidential Museum.

THE ARTIST

THE FOODIE

TOURS + EXPERIENCES
With every tour we conduct our objective is to always ensure you and your guests have

an exceptional experience. We work with our partners to establish custom agendas,
stops, and entertainment to fit with your timeline and goals - no detail left unturned.

To learn more, contact us at sales@fifthstreetdmc.com or 512-899-8991

AUSTIN ARCHITECTURE MUSIC HISTORY KEEP AUSTIN WEIRD ART GALLERY CRAWL

CHEESE TASTING HILL COUNTRY SAMPLER BBQ + LIVE MUSIC FOOD TRUCK CRAWL BREWERY TOUR



DURATION | 3.5 HR

Circuit of The Americas or “COTA” is the
perfect way to speed things up. An inside
look at one of the hardest tracks in the
world!

DURATION | 3 HR

Experience Austin up close! Get your
guests out on the water to get the best view
of the city’s skyline - and a great photo op
for everybody!

DURATION | 7 HR

Take a day trip to the hometown of HGTV’s
“Fixer Upper” in Waco, TX. Peruse the
vintage and refurbished treasures just a
short drive away.

DURATION | 5 HR

A true Texas Hill Country experience! From
horseback riding to fishing or even ATV
guided tours, this authentically rustic
adventure is a blast!

DURATION | 3 HR

Bike around the city with your “biker gang”!
These fat-tired electric minibikes are easy
to ride and make for a great activity for the
whole group!

DURATION | 4 HR

Visit “the most advanced vinyl pressing
plant” in America! Let your guests dive into
the behind-the-scenes pressing process
and learn the story of how it all began. 

DURATION | 4 HR

From Janis Joplin to Lady Bird Johnson,
this tour features Texas female legends
who rock! Learn the city by visiting some of
Austin’s female-owned establishments.

DURATION | 4 HR

Austin’s favorite highlights! Explore a local
museum capturing the heart of South
Austin, have a snack at Zilker Park, and hit
the eclectic SoCo for a self-guided
shopping spree!

DURATION | 3 HR

The streets of Austin are lined with some of
the most amazing art in the country! Weave
through the city and admire the offbeat
street art all while taking in the cityscape!

DURATION | 2 HR

Discover the best of Austin in just 2 hours!
Whiz around town to see all the major
landmarks; unlike other tours, you get out
of the van and actually experience what
you’re seeing. 

To learn more, contact us at sales@fifthstreetdmc.com or 512-899-8991

THE EXPLORER

TOURS + EXPERIENCES
With every tour we conduct our objective is to always ensure you and your guests have

an exceptional experience. We work with our partners to establish custom agendas,
stops, and entertainment to fit with your timeline and goals - no detail left unturned.

THE AUSTIN SUPER FAN

CIRCUIT OF THE AMERICAS PADDLE BOARDING MAGNOLIA MARKET TEXAS TRAIL YOUR BIKER GANG

GOLD RUSH VINYL WOMEN WHO ROCK WE LOVE ATX AUSTIN STREET ART THE REAL AUSTIN



STUBBS BBQ ACL MOODY THEATER CIRCUIT OF THE AMERICAS PALMER EVENTS STAR HILL RANCH

ARLYN STUDIOS THE RILEY MALVERDE 3TEN JONES CENTER

ANTONE'S CLIVE BAR CENTRAL MACHINE WORKS 800 CONGRESS LAGUNA GLORIA

SEATED: 350 | CAP. 2700

This state-of-the-art music venue doubles
as the home of the famed Austin City Limits
program on PBS.
* Capacities include concert seating.

SEATED: 1000 | CAP. 5000

A venue with multiple event spaces, this
purpose-built F1 track is sure to please
those thrill seekers and guests looking for a
once in a lifetime experience.

SEATED: 3000 | CAP. 6000

Offering some of the best views of
downtown Austin, this space totals
131,000 sq-ft. With both indoor and
outdoor spaces, options are unlimited. 

SEATED: 1000 | CAP. 5000

Guests experience nostalgia and wonder as
they stroll down Main Street, exploring
historic buildings that have been restored
and relocated from around Texas.

SEATED: 150 | CAP. 400

Located in the heart of Austin's live music
and entertainment district, Antone's offers
an incredible (and highly respected) space
with sleek industrial charm.

SEATED: 200 | CAP. 450

One of the oldest spots on Rainey Street
recently underwent a facelit and has
quickly become an icon on this historic
street. The perfect blend of old + new.

SEATED: 550 | CAP. 1000

A wide-open brewery on the east side, the
historic building boasts huge bay windows,
as well as outdoor & indoor distillery
stations for all to enjoy.

SEATED: 250 | CAP. 600

The perfect view of The Capitol! This venue
features original exposed brick &
foundation walls, projector screens, & a
quaint patio event space.

SEATED: 150 | CAP. 1500

These 12 acres of Central Texas beauty and
mile of Lake Austin shoreline have been
named an official Austin landmark and a
Texas historical landmark!

SEATED: 75 | CAP. 200

A recording hub for Austin’s music
community since 1984, attracting the
industry’s most legendary artists like Willie
Nelson, Ray Charles, and Neil Young.

SEATED: 150 | CAP. 400

An urban loft event space located in the
heart of downtown Austin. The venue also
has an outdoor patio that provides extra
space and an indoor/outdoor feel.

SEATED: 50 | CAP. 125

Offering some of the best views of
downtown Austin, this space totals
131,000 sq-ft. With both indoor and
outdoor spaces, options are unlimited.

SEATED: 100 | CAP. 350

Featuring stately VIP and Green Rooms, the
venue’s large sliding glass front doors open
up the breadth of the facade to the 3TEN
patio on Willie Nelson Boulevard.

SEATED: 70 | CAP. 200

Whether you’re on the Roof Deck or in the
Community Room, The Jones Center offers
a unique, contemporary setting ideal for
any event. This is the perfect blank canvas.

LARGER
GROUPS

SMALLER
GROUPS

We are built on a foundation of strong, local partnerships. Need a venue all to
yourself? We can coordinate any of the venues below for a full buyout.OFF-SITE VENUES

SEATED: 400 | CAP. 3000

Some of Austin's best Texas Bar-B-Q since
1968, Stubb's serves up the best food
paired with top-notch entertainment & an
authentic southern atmosphere.

To learn more, contact us at sales@fifthstreetdmc.com or 512-899-8991



Our team is proud of our relationships with the sales and management teams at these top-notch local
hot spots.  We have executed events from 50 to 20,000 at some of these hot venues and want to help
you create something custom with the tools and expertise of our team on your side!

OFF-SITE VENUES



COOPERS
BBQ

Lively spot for pit-smoked meats, classic
sides & a full bar in a historic building with
a patio.

LA CONDESA
MEXICAN

Mexico City meets Austin at this
contemporary Mexican restaurant, with a
vast array of tequilas to try.

LAMBERTS
BBQ

Upscale BBQ & other meaty fare in a
refurbished general store with an upstairs
bar with live music.

ABA
IMEDITERRANEAN

Seafood & Mediterranean classics with a
hip atmosphere in the heart of the city.

NEIGHBORHOOD SUSHI
SUSHI

A trendy Japanese eatery located on the
bustling South Congress. Pair unique
cockatils & sake with sushi or sashimi. 

SUERTE
MEXICAN

Award-winning contemporary Mexican in
the heart of East Austin. Enjoy a craft
cocktail on the patio overlooking East 6th. 

OSEYO
KOREAN

Traditional Korean food inspired by family
recipes, complimented by a rustic-chic
atmosphere and a lively bar.

EMMER & RYE UCHI
SUSHI

Sushi plus creative hot & cold dishes from
chef Tyson Cole in a stylish, sophisticated
setting.

BANGER'S
MEAT HOUSE

Abundant sausages & beers on tap inside a
rustic-chic cottage or outside in the leafy
beer garden. 

$ $

FRANKLIN BBQ
BBQ

Famous local BBQ & a longstanding Austin
staple. Lines start early, but it is worth the
wait.

$$$$$ $$ $$IL BRUTTO
ITALIAN

Authentic Italian and wood-fired pizza with
a spacious outdoor patio to enjoy a glass of
wine or a cocktail.

$$

$$$ $$$ $$$ $$$ $$$

Our team is proud of our relationships with the sales and management teams at these top-notch
local eateries. We can coordinate a full dine-around, an evening out, or just an awesome pit stop to
your day!

RESTAURANTS

Asian smokehouse meets Texas barbecue
in rustic spot with beer, wine & cocktails
plus a giant patio.

$LORO
ASIAN BBQ

Dim sum, heirloom grains & butchery at a
small-plates specialist with a garden.

SMALL PLATE

FAREGOUND
VARIOUS

Modern food hall with six permanent
restaurants, beer, wine, cocktails & an
outdoor picnic area.

$ MOONSHINE
COMFORT

Contemporary comfort food & cocktails in
a historic home with a patio.

$

Private Dining Room



Our team is proud of our relationships with the sales and management teams at these top-notch local
eateries. We can coordinate a full dine-around, an evening out, or just an awesome pit stop to your day!

RESTAURANTS


